Résumé. 2014 Nous avons calculé les énergies magnétiques et les champs critiques de 
Introduction.
In a recent paper [1] (referred to as I below) we studied solutions of the linearized Landau Ginzburg equations on networks of thin wires and applied the results to the determination of the upper critical field (Hc2). This was motivated by the recent experiments of Deutscher et al. [2] measuring this field near the percolation threshold of granular systems and by de Gennes' [3, 4] suggestion that one could use such networks of thin wires as a model to simulate the geometry. In applying the results to percolation systems we used the idea of Gefen et al. [5] that one should have a universal self similar fractal structure on short distance scales. As in our investigation of diffusion [6] we then assumed that small finite clusters have a fractal structure up to their radius (rs çp) and that the infinite cluster can be described by a generalized Skal-Shklovskii-de Gennes [7] model with fractals replacing the one-dimensional links. We have applied similar ideas to the density of states [8] .
The purpose of the present paper is to supplement the results of I by studying solutions of the London equations taking proper account of flux quantization and critical current effects. As an approach to superconductivity this has considerable conceptual advantages. It also allows us to calculate the magnetic energy and the supercurrent distribution. Our approach is therefore a generalization of that suggested by de Gennes [3] for the susceptibility and applied by Stephen [9] to the Sierpinski gasket. In applying the results to percolation we use the same model as in I and in references [6, 8] .
As in I the emphasis of our discussion is on the geometrical properties of the networks or superconducting clusters. We therefore completely neglect inductive effect and assume an infinite London penetration depth. Formally this is always justified if the wires are thin enough. We also neglect all effects of superconducting fluctuations and hysteresis effects associated with the formation of the minimum energy vortex structures. We do not claim that these assumptions are necessarily valid in all relevant experimental situations.
In I we first developed a convenient algorithm for handling the linearized Landau Ginzburg equations on networks. We then solved the equations on a regular lattice (the square net) and on a self similar fractal (the Sierpinski gasket) and then applied the results to percolation. This allowed us to calculate the critical fields far from the percolation threshold.
We did however run into difficulties in the critical region when the characteristic length for superconducting correlations on the fractal becomes smaller than the connectivity correlation length (C;p).
The present paper follows a similar pattern. In section 2 we rederive the London equations for a net as the constant amplitude limit of the Landau Ginzburg equations. These equations have been used by de Gennes [3] and by Stephen [9] to calculate the zero field magnetic susceptibility. Our gauge invariant formulation allows us to extend these results to high fields.
In section 3 we expand the Landau Ginzburg equations around the constant amplitude solutions and obtain the leading order corrections to the amplitudes and currents. The main result of this expansion is to show that the amplitude deviations on a net obey equations with the same structure as those found in I and must therefore scale the same way.
In section 4 we solve the equations for a square net. As for the bulk the magnetic energy is found to be linear in the field above a size dependent threshold.
The results for the critical field agree with those found in I and with the more recent results of Rammal et al. [11] . We find two regimes depending on the ratio of the Landau Ginzburg coherence length to the lattice spacing. When this ratio is small a vortex core can be accommodated inside the holes of the net and no normal core appears. The upper critical field is that of the wires. When the coherence length is large we find lines of normal links.
In section 5 we discuss the triangular Sierpinski gasket [5] . The low field susceptibility was calculated by Stephen [9] and found to be dominated by the largest loops as conjectured by de Gennes [3] . We rely heavily on Stephen' [12] cluster distribution. The resulting phase diagram (Fig. 2) [3] and by Stephen [9] where the a0ij are determined from equations (2.10) and (2.11) . To first order in b1 one obtains from (2.1) and (3.4) The explicit solutions of equation (3. 5) are given in appendix A. To obtain the network equations we have to use these solutions in equation (2.4 This structure, introduced to the percolation problem by Gefen et al. [5] has proven instructive in getting some insight into the behaviour of amorphous systems because it is a fractal with a hierarchy of loops.
Stephen [9] has studied the low field magnetic susceptibility. We have studied [1] where the Im are independent integers. The resistance Rm is given by [5] It is convenient to introduce the notation where L. is the size of an m stage gasket and So ( _ ( 3/4) a2) is the area of an elementary triangle. ho is the field for which the flux through an elementary triangle is 2 f/Jo. This is obviously the highest field one has to consider. The indices introduced in 5.4 are the fractal dimensionality [5] and the diffusion index [1, 6, 8, 10] The obvious generalization of Stephen's [9] equation (6) [16] is feasible but cumbersome. We again use Stephen's electric circuit analogy [9] .
For a loop of size L, the total supercurrent is This is obviously an upper bound on the contribution of the loop to all (Xij. At the junction of the m -1 stage gaskets (points Am - Fig. 1 ) the current passes through two specific strands so that the (Xij for these strands have to be comparable to (Xm (see Fig. 1 ).
This reflects the fact that the ramification number for the gasket is constant (independent of L). We want to apply these results to the behaviour of percolation clusters in magnetic fields. As noted in the introduction the underlying idea is [5, 6] that percolation clusters should have a universal self similar structure on length scales small compared to the connectivity length (çp). The behaviour of the fractal regime is then assumed to be similar to that of the gasket. A straightforward scaling argument gives the fractal dimensionality [5] and the diffusion index [1, 6, 8, 10] where t is the conductivity index ( Q oc ( p -p,y).
The loop structure of a gasket seems rather special. We [12] . As for the diffusion problem [6] 6.3b) ). The critical field at which the cluster goes normal (Eq. (6.4b)) is also independent of the cluster size. The left hand side of figure 2 is then obtained when one takes into account the fact that one has a continuous distribution of cluster sizes up to C;p and integrates over the Stauffer distribution [12] .
The new feature above pc is the presence of the infinite cluster. In the spirit of the Skal-Shklovskiide Gennes model [7] we treated this as a regular (i.e. not fractal) net with mesh size C;p. We treated the links of the net as fractals of size C;p with a hierarchy of subsidiary small loops. The low field magnetic energy is then linear in the field (above a size dependent threshold) with a coefficient which depends on C;p (Eqs. (6.21) and (6.26) figure 2 results from the fact that we have included the finite clusters present.
Rammal et al. [13] have recently tried to apply scaling considerations to the present problem. They obtain very different results. In essence our approach is also a scaling approach. It differs from a straightforward scaling ansatz because we explicitly attribute the scaling (i.e. fractal) properties to the short distance properties. A similar approach has been used by Gefen et ad. [6] Another difference between our results and those of reference [13] results from the fact that they use the bare C;s, rather than A as a length scale for superconductivity. We believe our results in I and here show clearly that this is not justified. We note that a simple crossover argument for the coherence length at C;p (03BEs [13] suggest that somehow inductive effects are implicitly included by the scaling considerations.
One notes that a purely geometric magnetic susceptibility which depends on C;p but not on C;s, cannot arise otherwise.
We note that the backbone mass index (P') ne r shows up in our calculation. This confirms the resul s of I and contradicts the speculations on this poi t in references [2] and [9] . [5] , diffusion [6] , or the calculation of the density of states [8] , the only assumption is that one does have a short distance self similar fractal structure for percolation clusters Fig. 2 ).
b) The probability (per unit mass) of belonging to a loop of size L is proportional to dL/L. This is an assumption on the distribution of loops. The mass associated with the circumference of a loop of size L is proportional to Ld. Therefore the number of such loops must be proportional to L-d.
It follows from these two assumptions that the contribution of the L loops to the energy per unit mass of the fractal has the Stephen form :
and the magnetic energy is therefore : which is, in essence, equivalent to the expression we derived for the gasket (Eq. (5. 8) ).
There is fairly strong evidence [17] that assumption a) applies to percolation clusters. Assumption b) seems plausible and, in fact, almost inevitable if one assumes self similarity with respect to the loop structure. We are however not aware of any specific empirical evidence.
In calculating the critical field and current effects we need some more detailed information on the loop distribution. By b) the probability of belonging to the vicinity of a loop whose size is between L and L + dL is :
per unit mass. The constant a depends on the specific fractal. (We assume a #= 0 which excludes chains and trees. )
In general a site will belong to many different loops of different sizes. On a fractal (or fractal region) of size R the mass fraction for which the largest loop is at most of size L is This depends on the loop forming probability a and should be measurable. The probability that the largest loop on the whole fractal (of size R ) is of size L is however only Thus the largest loop on a fractal of size R must always contain a loop with L £ R for any a. This is all we require.
